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Abstract

Concrete is a composite material made up of fine and coarse aggregates that are held
together by a fluid cement that hardens over time. Concrete is the most widely used
building material in the world because it is strong, long-lasting, and relatively
affordable. Because the aggregate efficiently supports the compression load, concrete
is strong in compression. In tension, however, it is vulnerable because the cement that
holds the aggregate in place might crack, causing the structure to break, and the
presence of cracks may reduce the strength and durability of concrete. With the
increasing maintenance cost of concrete and the pollution of the environment caused
by the production of concrete, the idea of concrete self-healing has gradually been put
forward and studied by more and more people.
The capacity of the concrete to repair cracks spontaneously or autonomously is
commonly termed as self-healing concrete. It is also known as self-reparation
concrete. The self-repair of concrete can prolong the service life of concrete structures,
making concrete materials more durable and sustainable.
There are many methods for concrete self-healing. In fact, concrete self-healing is an
ancient phenomenon because concrete has natural self-healing properties. Because of
continuous clinker mineral hydration or calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2 ) carbonation,
cracks will heal after a while. However, natural healing is limited to small cracks and
can only be effective if there is sufficient moisture, so it is difficult to control
artificially. Nevertheless, there are many ways to make concrete self-healing, such as
chemical method, physical method, mechanical method, electrodeposition self-healing
method, microbial self-healing method. In this thesis I will investigate the potential of
the self-healing method of concrete based on microorganisms, and the Bacillus
subtilis will be introduced and studied in this project as this microorganism.
Bacillus subtilis, is a gram-positive, rod-shaped bacterium found in soil and ruminant
and human gastrointestinal tracts. Bacillus species can produce a robust, protective
endospore, allowing them to withstand harsh environmental conditions.
This project aims to analyze the whole genomes of Bacillus subtilis strains through
bioinformatic analysis that will obtain and annotate all the genes contained in the
genome sequence of Bacillus subtilis isolates from public repositories (NCBI) and
focusing on finding the key pathways related to producing molecules useful for
healing concrete. For example, genes that play a key role in the calcium precipitation
pathway will be introduced in detail, and their role in the self-healing process of
concrete will be studied, analyzed, and evaluated.

Key Words: self-healing concrete, Bacillus subtilis, whole genomes, microbial
self-healing.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

As it is strong, durable, and relatively inexpensive, concrete is the most used
construction material worldwide (Jonkers, 2007). However, the brittle nature of
concrete makes it prone to cracks, and the presence of cracks may reduce the strength
and durability of concrete. Because of the inherent heterogeneity of concrete, micro
cracks are unavoidable, and drying shrinkage, heat stress, weathering, externally
imposed stresses, and reinforcing corrosion are all possible causes of cracks, if micro
fractures create a continuous network, they can greatly reduce the resistance of the
concrete to hostile chemicals, hence enhancing the permeability of the cement.
Inorganic erosion: acid, salt, a strong alkaline and a concrete composition, a no gel
effect or expansion material generated, changes the composition of the concrete
structure leading to concrete corrosion; The second type of substance is organic and
corroded by the micro-organism, which decomposes organic matter in the suitable
environment, releases corrosive substances such as organic acid, carbon dioxide,
hydrogen sulphide and degrades the concrete. And the aggressive substances permeate
inside the concrete and corrode the reinforcement, which will reduce the durability of
the concrete. Therefore, it is very important to fill them with more concrete.
In fact, concrete has natural self-healing properties, because the cracks will mend over
time with continual clinker mineral hydration or calcium hydroxide ( Ca(OH)2 )
carbonation. However, natural self-healing properties is limited to small cracks and
only under sufficient water conditions can it have natural self-healing properties. In
addition, during the producing of the concrete, the mixing of concrete, the mixing of
cement, sand and fine stones will produce dust, which will pollute the environment
when discharged into the air, and with the rising costs associated with repairs, people
are considering alternatives of cracks healing. The self-healing is one approach that
researchers are most interested in. Dry(Dry, 1994) started to work on the autonomous
self-healing concrete in 1994. In the years after that, other researchers began
examining this problem. There are several methods of self-healing. Han et al.(2014)
mentioned that most include autogenous self-healing technique, self-healing method
on the basis of capsules, vascular way of self-healing, self-healing method for
electrical deposition, microbial self-healing method, and self-healing methods using
shaped memory alloys (SMAs). For example, Jonkers et al. (Jonkers et al.,
2010)investigated the ability of bacteria to act as a self-healing agent in concrete, that
is, their ability to fix cracks that arise. They proved that application of bacterial spores
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as self-healing agent appears promising (Jonkers et al., 2010).
With the increasing amount of concrete worldwide (more and more building usage),
the maintenance of concrete and the strength and sustainability of concrete materials
must be more and more valued by engineers and related researchers. Microbial
(bacterial) self-healing concrete, as a new methodology to enhance the strength of
concrete, the sustainability of concrete use, and the reduction of maintenance costs is
becoming promising research filed.

1.2 Self-healing concrete

Self-healing concrete is typically characterized as the ability of concrete to heal cracks
on its own. Ghosh(2008) mentioned that self-healing concrete was inspired by natural
phenomena exhibited by species such as plants and animals. Tree and animal skin that
has been damaged can be restored on their own (Talaiekhozan et al., 2014). The
ability of concrete to self-repair can extend the life of concrete structures, making
them more durable and sustainable. Huang and Kaewunruen(2020) emphasized that
calcium carbonate is generated by the method of healing cracks and then calcium
carbonate is filled with fissures. During self-healing treatments, there are two ways to
create calcium carbonate. The first is the utilization of unreacted cement particles to
initiate hydration and the formation of CaCO3 . The second is that CaCO3 is
generated when Ca(OH)2 is dissolved (Dhir, R. K and Jones, M. R., 1999). Nijland
et al.(2007) mentioned that the equation below shows that the method of forming
calcium carbonate in water with different pH values is different:

When the PH value of water is between 7.5 to 8: Ca2+ + HCO3
− ↔ CaCO3 + H+

When the PH value of water is higher than 8: Ca2+ + CO3
2− ↔ CaCO3

Previous studies have identified several elements that may influence self-healing
ability. Huang and Kaewunruen (2020) mentioned that the following are the five most
important factors:
1. Moisture content: samples with sufficient water content will heal more quickly.
2. Hydration time: longer periods of hydration can result in improved self-healing
abilities (Teall, n.d.).
3. Pressure on cracks: applying the right amount of pressure to cracks can help them
mend faster.
4. Crack width: Zhong and Yao (2008) mentioned that cracks that are less than 0.3
mm wide can be totally repaired. It is possible that cracks larger than 0.3 mm will not
heal. Cracks of width 0.1 mm are completely healed after around 200 hours (Huang
and Kaewunruen, 2020). Furthermore, Edvardsen, C.K(1996) emphasized that within
30 days, cracks with a width of 0.2 and 0.3 mm are mostly healed. Ahn and
Kishi(2010) mentioned that Cracks with a width of 0.15 to 0.3 mm shrink
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significantly in 7 days and heal entirely in 33 days.
5. Water-cement ratio: More unreacted cement particles are present in a greater
water–cement ratio, which can be utilized for additional hydration to increase calcium
carbonate production.
In addition, the time of cracking is also important. Van Tittelboom and De Belie (2013)
emphasized because earlier cracking concrete contains more unreacted cement
particles, it has a higher self-healing ability when hydration is maintained.
Self-healing concrete has many significant features and advantages, such as less
pollution, lower costs, environmental friendliness, and improved toughness in difficult
situations are all advantages. All these characteristics make self-healing concrete an
important sustainable material in the construction engineering industry.

The self-healing methods of self-healing concrete include not only natural self-healing
as mentioned above, but also chemical self-healing and biological self-healing. This
paper focuses on biological self-healing concrete.

1.3 Biological(microbial) self-healing concrete

Siddique and Chahal(2011) and Jonkers(2007) and Wu et al.(2012) have classified the
employment of microorganisms in the creation of self-healing concrete as a biological
technique. Microbes can grow in almost any environment, and Jonkers et al.(2010)
and Van Tittelboom et al.(2010) have proposed using microorganisms to create
self-healing concrete. Bacteria, fungi, and viruses are the three main classifications of
microorganisms. For many bacteria, the pH value, moisture content and temperature
in concrete are not suitable for their growth and reproduction. Although there are a lot
of ways to protect these microorganisms from bad conditions, the high complexity of
the methods and the limitations of the technology make these methods unable to be
applied at present.

This project aims to find a certain bacterium which is relatively suitable for living in
the environment of concrete and relevant to the precipitation of specific compounds.
Special bacteria strains capable of precipitating specific compounds are among the
microorganisms utilized to create biological self-healing concrete. In most instances,
the precipitation of polymorphic iron-aluminum-silicate ( Fe5AI3 SiAl O10 OH 5)
and calcium carbonate (CaCO3) are the two most important ways and processes which
are used for designing and producing biological self-healing concrete (Talaiekhozan et
al., 2014).
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1.3.1 Precipitation of calcium carbonate for biological self-healing

concrete

Calcium carbonate is a compound with the chemical formula CaCO3. Mineral crystals
of calcium carbonate come in three different forms. Talaiekhozan et al.(2014)
mentioned that the chemicals they use are similar but have various structures such as
calcite, aragonite and vaterite. Calcite is calcium carbonate in its most stable form.
Aragonite is metastable, meaning it may change into calcite over time. Sanchez-Moral
et al.(2003) mentioned that vaterite is a mineral that is extremely uncommon in nature.
Therefore, calcite is more interesting for researchers working on related self-healing
concrete.
There are many ways to produce calcium carbonate precipitation. For example,
Berner (1975) emphasized that magnesium can increase precipitation of calcite.
Biological mineral precipitation can be aided by a few microbial metabolic processes.
For example, Castanier et al.(2000) emphasized that anaerobic sulphide oxidation,
ammonification, denitrification and photosynthesis are the main processes to produce
calcium carbonate precipitation. The schematic diagram of the sedimentation of
calcium carbonate microorganisms into concrete cracks is shown in the figure below:

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of microbial repair of concrete cracks (Talaiekhozan et
al., 2014)

(A) The break in the concrete is spreading.
(B) The microorganisms in the cracks are activated.
(C) Microorganisms can fill the fissure by growing and precipitating calcium
carbonate around their cell walls.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbonate
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1.3.2 Precipitation of polymorphic iron-aluminum-silicate for

biological self-healing concrete

The silica accumulating bacteria have been reported in several studies (Ferris et al.,
1988). Jonkers et al.(2010) emphasized that A complex iron-aluminum silicate has
been found on the surface of isolated bacterial cells in a lake polluted with metal
particles.

Through some related experiments and studies, it is shown that the chemical formula
of polycrystalline iron aluminum silicate is Fe5AI3 SiAl O10 OH 5 . At acidic pH,
the bacterium Leuconostoc mesenteroides is crucial for silica precipitation. This
bacterium uses glucose to make lactic acid, resulting in an acidic environment where
the colloidal silica's reduced solubility causes precipitation. Talaiekhozan et al.(2014)
mentioned that this approach is not common as acidic and does not work well for
concrete durability.

1.4 Bacillus subtilis

Härtig and Jahn(2012) mentioned that as one of the most characteristic bacteria,
Bacillus subtilis is utilized as a model organism for gram-positive bacteria. Members
of this species also show a lot of genetic variation, according to recent
microarray-based comparative genomic investigations (Earl et al., 2008). Bacillus
subtilis is a rod-shaped bacterium, and it was able to grow in many environments, and
the endospores it produces can survive extreme environmental conditions including
high temperature and dryness. Kovács(2019) mentioned that the sleeping spores can
endure tough conditions (high temperature, drying, ultraviolet and α-radiation),
bacteria or macroorganisms, or even alien settings. Kovács(2019) also emphasized
that bacillus subtilis has become the most studied Bacillus species due to its inherent
ability to ingest extracellular DNA, which allows for easy genetic alteration and the
occurrence of sporulation, one of the first known bacterial cell development
processes.

Härtig and Jahn(2012) mentioned that in history, Bacillus subtilis was once thought to
be a strictly aerobic creature. A first indication for the utilization of nitrate as an
alternative electron acceptor under microaerophilic growth conditions was obtained
40 years ago (Michel et al., 1970). However, it took 25 years for Glaser et al.(1995)
and Hoffmann et al.(1995) to prove that Bacillus subtilis has anaerobic nitrate
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respiration and cloned the corresponding nitrate reductase gene. Nakano et al.(1997)
and Cruz Ramos et al.(2000) then clarified the various fermentation processes that
maintain anaerobic growth.

Bacillus subtilis may, for a varying number of uses such as the production of Enzymes
and food and plant-biocontrol, be isolated from a wide range of environments,
including soil and marine habitats.

Bacillus subtilis is a model microorganism that has been used to study cell division,
protein secretion, surface movement (swimming, swarming, and sliding), biofilm
development, attachment of plant roots or fungal hyphae, production of secondary
metabolites, and passage cytoplasmic exchange of nanotubes between cells, release of
extracellular vesicles, and kinship discrimination (Kovács, 2019).
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1.5 Related research on microbial self-healing concrete

based on Bacillus subtilis

According to several related literatures and resources, for the studies relevant to 

self-healing concrete based on microorganism, which are utilizing the bacterium 

bacillus subtilis to produce calcium carbonate precipitation to repair cracks in 

concrete. Those research contents mainly include: the related research on self-healing 

concrete, the action mechanism and mode of microorganisms in self-healing concrete,
the mechanism of Bacillus subtilis in the precipitation of calcium carbonate in 

self-healing concrete, and in-depth research on related genes or enzymes of 

self-healing concrete bacteria.

For the aspect of the related research on self-healing concrete, several relevant 
literature and research have shown that self-healing concrete is typically characterized 

as the ability of concrete to heal cracks on its own. Ghosh(2008) stated that natural 
phenomena shown by species such as plants and animals inspired self-healing 

concrete. Tree and animal skin that has been damaged can be restored on their own 

(Talaiekhozan et al., 2014). Li and Yang(2007) mentioned that certain fissures in old 

concrete structures are bordered by white crystalline materials which show the 

potential of concrete to self-sticking the cracks using chemical products, presumably 

by rainfall and carbon dioxide in air. Later, a number of researchers Dhir, R. K and 

Jones, M. R.(1999) and Reinhardt and Jooss (2003) noticed that a steady decrease of 

permeability over time was observed in the examination of water flow through 

cracked cement below the hydraulic gradient, which again suggested a capacity to 

self-stick cracked concrete and to slower water flow rates.

The mechanism of healing cracks is to produce calcium carbonate and then cracks can 

be filled with calcium carbonate (Huang and Kaewunruen, 2020). The first is the 

utilization of unreacted cement particles to initiate hydration and the formation of 

CaCO3. The second is that CaCO3 is generated when Ca(OH)2 is dissolved (Dhir, R.
K and Jones, M. R., 1999). The capacity for crack-healing in most common types of 

concrete, however, appears to be limited to micro-cracks, i.e., cracks with widths up 

to 0.1–0.2 mm (Li and Yang, 2007; Dhir, R. K and Jones, M. R., 1999). Therefore,
more and more researchers are beginning to study other artificial methods to 

strengthen the self-healing ability of concrete, such as chemical self-healing and 

biological self-healing.

For the aspect of some related research on the bacteria based self-healing concrete, in 

1995, Gollapudi et al. (1995) were the first to present this new technology of fracture 

fixation utilising environmental biological processes. Van Tittelboom et al.(2010)
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proposed that a number of parameters determines the CaCO3 microbiological
precipitation. These factors include: the dissolved inorganic carbon content; pH;
calcium ion concentration and the existence of nuclear nuclear sites. Hammes and
Verstraete*(2002) mentioned that the metabolism of bacteria provides the first three
variables while the bacteria cell wall acts as a nucleation location. Seifan et al.(2016)
mentioned that in the presence of a calcium supply, calcium carbonate can be
precipitated through a physiologically driven mineralization process. Carbonate is
created extracellularly by bacteria through two metabolic pathways, autotrophic and
heterotrophic in this process. For the autotrophic pathway, in the presence of carbon
dioxide, the autotrophic process occurs, in which bacteria convert carbon dioxide to
carbonate in three different ways, namely (a) non-methylotrophic methanogenesis (by
methanogenic archaea), (b) oxygenic photosynthesis (by Cyanobacteria) and (c)
anoxygenic photosynthesis (by purple bacteria) (Castanier et al., 1999).
Non-methylotrophic methanogenesis pathway converts carbon dioxide and hydrogen
to methane (Eq. 1). As a result, as shown in Eq. 2, anaerobic oxidation of methane by
electron acceptors like sulphate produces bicarbonate (Castanier et al., 2000). The
generated carbonate precipitates as calcium carbonate in the presence of calcium ions,
as described in Eq. 3.

CO2 + 4H2 → CH4 + 2H2O (1)

CH4 + SO4
2− → HCO3

− + H2O+ HS− (2)

Ca2+ + 2HCO3
− ↔ CaCO3 + H2O+ CO2 (3)

In the presence of calcium ions, photosynthesis is also an autotrophic mechanism for
producing calcium carbonate. Photosynthetic bacteria are divided into two groups:
oxygenic and anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria. The following is a schematic
diagram of photosynthetic chemical processes for calcium carbonate formation.

Figure 2: photosynthesis chemical reactions for calcium carbonate production (Seifan
et al., 2016)

For the heterotrophic pathway, Seifan et al.(2016) proposed that because of their
expansion in many natural settings, microbial communities may precipitate crystals.
Crystal formation is a natural phenomenon that is attributable to the medium
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composition used to culture heterotrophic bacteria. Seifan et al.(2016) emphasized
that the heterotrophic development in organic acid sales species (acetate, lactate,
citrate, succinate, oxalate, malate and glyoxylate) of diverse bacterial genera,
including Bacillus, Arthrobacter and Rhodococcus, leads to carbonate mineral
production. These bacteria use organic compounds as energy sources.
In the presence of calcium acetate as a source of low molecular weight acid and
calcium ion, the chemical processes to produce calcium carbonate are outlined below:
(v. Knorre and Krumbein, 2000)

Figure 3: Chemical responses in the presence of calcium acetate as a source of
calcium carbonate

Other methods for making calcium carbonate include the sulfur cycle and the nitrogen
cycle. Sulphur cycle follows by dissimilatory reduction of sulphate (Seifan et al.,
2016).
Production of calcium carbonate through reducing calcium sulphate ( CaSO4 ) to
calcium sulfide (CaS) by sulphate reducing bacteria is shown in the equations below:
(Ehrlich, 1995)

Figure 4: The chemical process of producing calcium carbonate by reducing calcium
sulfate

As for the nitrogen cycle, it can produce carbonate or bicarbonate through three major
pathways: (a) urea or uric acid breakdown (ureolysis), (b) amino acid ammonification,
and (c) dissimilatory nitrate reduction (Castanier et al., 2000; Perito and Mastromei,
2011).

For the aspect of the mechanism of Bacillus subtilis in the precipitation of calcium
carbonate in self-healing concrete and related genes or enzymes of self-healing
concrete bacteria. Barabesi et al.(2007) used technical means to separate five genes
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(lcfA, ysiA, ysiB, etfA, and etfB) from Bacillus subtilis to observe their inducing
effects on calcium carbonate precipitation. After different experiments, they found
that the lack of activity observed in the absence of an inducer clearly suggests that the
ysiA, ysiB, and etfB products are insufficient to support calcite precipitation. Through
the result, Barabesi et al.(2007) mentioned that for the precipitation phenotype, the
last gene, etfA, is crucial.

Castro-Alonso et al.(2019) discussed microbiological and molecular ideas and their
relevance in bio-concrete Microbial Induced Calcium Carbonate Precipitation (MICP).
MICP is the result of metabolic interactions between various microbial populations
and organic and inorganic substances in the environment. Castro-Alonso et al.(2019)
mentioned that the main metabolic activity of MICP on a variety of levels includes
hydrolysis, denitrification, dissimilar sulphate reduction and photosynthesis.
Castro-Alonso et al.(2019) also said that urea hydrolysis is best employed in concrete
restoration systems and MICP is produced by urea hydrolysis by a sequence of urease
(Ur) and Carbon anhydrase reactions (CA).

1.6 Aims and objectives

As mentioned above, Bacillus subtilis has great potential for repairing concrete cracks
due to its ability to precipitate calcium carbonate. Therefore, this project aims to focus
on finding the genes and enzymes that relates to the key pathways in calcium
carbonate precipitation by using the Prokka, Roary and Metabolic software analysis
methods; and finding out the specific reasons and chemical processes of these genes
and enzymes that can produce calcium carbonate precipitation.
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2 Methods

Dr Umer Zeeshan Ijaz and Ciara Keating from the University of Glasgow will support
all data gathering, analysis and processing for this research. They provide me some
relevant training and guidance to help me independently accomplish the further
relevant research data analysis and processing. In this project, there are several
programming software been used to analyze and process a lot of genomes data. The
project research process can be divided primarily into various stages, described
below:
1. The selection, gene data downloading and storage of the self-healing concrete
bacteria.
2. Using some relevant software and algorithms to do the primary research data
processing, and the results obtained by some preliminary algorithms are used for
further data analysis and collection.
3. The analysis and visualization of the results data by using some relevant software
and algorithms.

All the associated software and algorithms are provided by Dr Umer Zeeshan Ijaz
(http://userweb.eng.gla.ac.uk/umer.ijaz/) at the University of Glasgow. And using the
code ftp ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov in MobaXterm to download the genomes of the selected
bacteria. And some relevant code tutorials from (https://github.com/).

2.1 Preliminary preparation and primary work of the

project

2.1.1 The selection of the self-healing concrete bacteria

Because this project is to study the whole gene analysis of self-healing concrete
bacteria, the first step is to find some relevant bacteria according to some related
literature about self-healing concrete. Using some keywords like “self-healing
concrete” or “bacteria for healing cracks in concrete” to find and go through some
related literatures. By adding those keywords into related academic search engines
(Google Scholar https://scholar.google.com/ and online library of the University of

ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
https://github.com/
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2.2 Primary and further processing of the project

After all the genomes of the Bacillus subtilis have been downloaded from the NCBI
and stored in the folder as mentioned above. Then several algorithms and software

Glasgow https://www.gla.ac.uk/myglasgow/library/). Finding more than 10 bacteria 

related to the self-healing concrete, but most of them have little research value 

because of their few genomes. And the final choice requires a comprehensive 

comparison of the remaining bacteria.

In the end, for this project, the Bacillus subtilis is selected as self-healing concrete 

bacteria to do research, because according to some research literature, this bacterium 

has many advantages over other bacteria. Firstly, Härtig and Jahn(2012) mentioned 

that Bacillus subtilis is a bar-shaped bacterium that generates endospores that allow 

harsh conditions such as heat and desiccation to survive. In addition, McKenney et 
al.(2013) mentioned that Bacillus subtilis is able to split symmetrically to produce a 

single endospore in two daughter cells (binary fission) that can remain alive for 

decades and survive harmful environmental conditions such as dehydration, salt,
severe pH, radiation and solvents. According to another research, Feng et al.(Feng et 
al., 2021) mentioned that bacillus subtilis has been discovered to be suitable for the 

design and preparation of self-healing concrete with a crack width of 0.3 mm and a 

flexural strength regain capacity of 14 percent. Therefore, I selected Bacillus subtilis 

as the self-healing concrete bacteria for thus project.

2.1.2 Download the genomes of the bacteria

After choosing the bacteria, the genomes data should be downloaded from the NCBI 

(National Center for Biotechnology Information) database (ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). In 

this project, the MobaXterm software platform (https://mobaxterm.mobatek.net/)
needs to be used for genomes downloading and further genomes analysis and 

visualization. By searching Bacillus subtilis in the NCBI database and downl oading 

its genomes, there are 477 genomes had been downloaded in the end, which will be 

the sample for my further research for this project. Those genomes will be analyzed 

by like Prokka, Roary, Metabolic and Coinfinder software for further research in this 

project.
By login to the Orion cluster with the platform MobaXterm and these genomes are 

saved in the RAW_ genomes folder.

https://www.gla.ac.uk/myglasgow/library/
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will used for the following analysis processing, they are Prokka software, Roary
software and Metabolic software.

2.2.1 Prokka command line software

Prokka is a programming that annotates genes and identifies coding sequences in
prokaryotic genomes quickly. It is suitable for annotating de novo bacterial
assemblies, but not for human genomes (or any other eukaryote).

Seemann(2014) mentioned that Prokka is a Unix command line application that
combines a series of current software tools to generate rich and reliable genome
bacterial sequence annotations. On a quad-core desktop computer, it can annotate a
normal bacterial genome in around 10 minutes using as many processing cores as
possible. It’s ideal for putting iterative sequence analysis models and workflows into
genome software.
For prokka, how does it work. Prokka identifies and annotates sequence
characteristics (both protein coding areas and RNA genes, such as tRNA and rRNA).
Note that Prokka employs a two-step procedure to annotate protein coding areas: first,
Prodigal is used to identify protein coding regions on the genome; second, the
encoded protein's function is inferred based on similarities to proteins in one of many
proteins or protein domain databases. Prokka is a software tool for fast annotating
bacterial, archaeal, and viral genomes, with standard output files in GenBank, EMBL,
and gff formats.

For the input files for prokka, Seemann(2014) mentioned that it expects
FASTA-formatted preassembled genomic DNA sequences. Although finished
sequences with no gaps are desirable, a collection of scaffold sequences generated by
de novo assembly software is predicted to be the most common input. The software's
sole required parameter is the sequence file.
Genes that code for proteins are annotated in two phases. The coordinates of potential
genes are identified by Prodigal, but the putative gene product is not described.
Traditional methods for establishing what a gene codes for include comparing it to a
large database of known sequences, usually at the protein sequence level, and then
transferring the annotation of the most significant match.

Seemann(2014) mentioned that Prokka employs this strategy in a tiered fashion,
beginning with a smaller, more reliable database, progressing to medium-sized but
domain-specific databases, and finally to curated models of protein families.
Prokka creates ten files in the output directory, each with the same prefix. The
detailed description of the prokka output files as below:
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Figure 5: Display of Prokka output file name(Seemann, 2014)

The .gff files are very important, because they are the key files that make the further
processing work. On multicore machines, prokka employs parallel processing to
reduce the amount of time it takes to execute. Seemann(2014) BLAST+ and hmmscan,
which both support multiple CPUs natively, are the most time-consuming phases.
However, Prokka is more efficient when it uses GNU parallel to execute several
single CPU threads on subsets of the data. (Tange, n.d.).

2.2.2 Roary software

Sitto and Battistuzzi (2020) mentioned that Roary is a Linux-native application that
may be installed in a variety of ways on Linux, MacOSX, and Windows machines.
Roary is a stand-alone pan genome pipeline that generates the pan genome using
annotated assemblies in GFF3 format (generated by Prokka (Seemann, 2014)). It can
analyze datasets with thousands of samples using a basic desktop PC, which is
computationally impossible with present approaches, without affecting the quality of
the results. With 1 GB of RAM and a single processor, 128 samples may be analyzed
in less than an hour. Using conventional methods, this study would take weeks and
hundreds of GB of RAM to complete. Roary isn't designed for meta-genomics or
comparing large groups of genomes.
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Because Roary's input files are in GFF3 format (General Feature Format version 3).
This format contains a sequence of data in a certain order that must be precisely
followed in order for Roary to accept the input file (see
https://github.com/The-Sequence-Ontology/Specifications/blob/master/gff3.md;)
(Sitto and Battistuzzi, 2020). GFF3 files can be obtained in one of two ways: through
the NCBI website or by converting .fna files to GFF3 files using the software Prokka.
In this project, the GFF3 files are be obtained by converting .fna files from the
software Prokka as mentioned above. And before running Roary commands, all
the .gff files will be moved into a folder named roary which has been created by the
user, then activating the Conda environment by using code [source activate
pangenome] every time using the terminal window for the first time. Then after
running for about 20 hours for the 477 genomes in this project, the output files of
Roary have been gained.

For the interpretation of the output files of Roary, normally a run of Roary will
produce 17 output files, and for all the output files, the summary_statistics.txt and the
gene_presence_absen-ce.csv are the most important. The summary statistics text file
lists the overall number of genes in the pangenome, as well as the number of genes in
each of four categories (core, soft, shell, and cloud). Sitto and Battistuzzi (2020)
emphasized that these numbers accurately depict the pangenome of the species under
consideration .

Table 2: The output file summary_statistics.txt of Roary

Core genes (99% <= strains <=
100%)

596

Soft core genes (95% <= strains < 99%) 1450
Shell genes (15% <= strains < 95%) 2935
Cloud genes (0% <= strains < 15%) 43943
Total genes (0% <= strains <= 100%) 48924

As for the gene_presence_absen-ce.csv file, it contains additional data, such as the
individual gene IDs of sequences that fall into each of the summary statistic's
categories (although it is not mentioned directly, the ratio of the number of genes
contained in each cluster to the total number of genomes studied can be estimated).
In addition, 3 figures are obtained after a run of Roary. The first one is illustrating the
tree in comparison to a matrix with core and auxiliary genes present and absent. The
second is a pie chart depicting the distribution of genes and the number of isolates in
which they are found. The last graph shows the frequency of genes in relation to the
number of genomes. The 3 figures are shown below:

https://github.com/The-Sequence-Ontology/Specifications/blob/master/gff3.md
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Figure 6: Pan genome matrix

Figure 7: Pie chart of the number of genes in each of four categories
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Figure 8: The frequency of genes versus the number of genomes

Page et al.(2015) mentioned that the Roary publication's additional material contains

a thorough description of all of Roary's output files, in a less detailed manner, on the
github page (https://sanger-pathogens.github.io/Roary/).

2.2.3 Metabolic software

METABOLIC (Metabolic and Biogeochemistry Analysis in Microbes) is a scalable
programming that uses genomes at the level of individual organisms and/or microbial
communities to enhance microbial ecology and biogeochemistry. The genome-scale
approach includes annotation of microbial genomes, motif validation of biochemically
proven conserved protein residues, metabolic indicator identification, metabolic
pathway analyses, and contribution estimations to specific biogeochemical
transformations and cycles (Zhou et al., 2019). Kanehisa (2002)mentioned that the
METABOLIC is also a set of tools for analysing metabolic and biogeochemical
functional characteristics in microbial genomes. METABOLIC combines KEGG
annotation with METABOLIC, TIGRfam (Selengut et al., 2007), Pfam (Finn et al.,
2014), and custom hidden Markov model (HMM) databases (Anantharaman et al.,
2016), contains a motif validation phase for reliably identifying proteins based on
biochemical validation, KEGG modules are used to assess the existence or lack of

https://sanger-pathogens.github.io/Roary/
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metabolic pathways, and creates user-friendly outputs such as tables and graphs, for
individual genomes and at the community level, including an overview of functional
profiles, biogeochemically significant pathways, and metabolic networks.

Detailed application and introduction of METABOLIC by other scholars
METABOLIC is a Perl and R script that should run on Unix, Linux, or MacOSX. On
Metabolic GitHub website (https://github.com/AnantharamanLab/METABOLIC), the
prerequisites are listed. Microbial genome sequences in FASTA format, as well as a
collection of genomic or the metagenomic reads that can be used to reassemble those
genomes if desired (Figure 4), are required in the input folder.

Figure 9: An overview of METABOLIC's workflow (From
https://github.com/AnantharamanLab/METABOLIC)

Prodigal (Hyatt et al., 2010) annotates genomic sequences, or a user can submit
self-annotated proteins (with extensions of ‘.faa’) to make integration into current
processes easier. We've also supplied an optional Perl script that may be used to
extract gene and protein sequences from input genomes using Prodigal-generated ‘.gff’
files. These files are used in the mapping of genomic/metagenomic reads in the
downstream phases.
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Finn et al.(2011) using the HMMER-implemented hmmsearch, and HMM databases
are used to search for proteins (KEGG KOfam, Pfam, TIGRfam, and custom HMMs),
which uses techniques for the most sensitive and efficient detection of remote
homologues. METABOLIC checks the principal outputs after the hmmsearch stage
with a motif-checking process for a subset of protein families; only those protein hits
that pass this step are considered significant hits (Zhou et al., 2019).

To infer the presence of certain metabolic pathways in microbial genomes,
METABOLIC depends on matches to the following databases. For a better
understanding of metabolic pathways, in the context of KEGG modules, individual
KEGG annotations are inferred. Each step in a KEGG module represents a different
metabolic activity. For the project of KEGG annotation into the metabolic network,
which is designed to better reflect the metabolic planes of the input genomes by
means of separate components - modules, Zhou et al.(Zhou et al., 2019) parsed the
KEGG module database (Muto et al., 2013) to link the existing relationship of KO
identifiers to KEGG module identifiers. In most case, for KEGG module assignments,
Zhou et al.(Zhou et al., 2019) used KOfam HMM profiles. Zhou et al.(2019) also used
the TIGRfam/Pfam/custom HMM profiles and motif-validation processes for a
collection of key metabolic marker proteins and often misannotated proteins. When
targeting the same set of proteins, the software offers adjustable options for raising or
lowering the priority of database. This is primarily intended to improve annotation
confidence by preferring bespoke HMM databases over KEGG KOfam.

Zhou et al. (Zhou et al., 2019) offer a means to measure metabolism completeness
since metagenomes and single-cell genomes can usually include incomplete
metabolism (or a module here). The completeness of a particular module is estimated
using a user-defined threshold (default cut-off is a 75 percent metabolic step/gene
presence inside a particular module), the KEGG module presence/absence table is
then utilised to produce. All modules that pass the cutoff are considered complete. In
the process, the presence/absence data is summarised in an overall output table for
each module phase to facilitate further extensive study.

Normally for the output files of METABOLIC, 6 different results which are reported
in excel and lots of pdf files. For the six distinct findings which are provided in an
excel spreadsheet as outputs. Zhou et al.(2019) mentioned that these contain details of
protein hits which include both existence and absence and protein names, the presence
and absence of functionality features and the presence or absence of KEGG modules.

For the pdf files of community-scale biogeochemical cycling processes, which are a
summary scheme of community cycling activities at biogeochemical scale for each
genome in the bacterium. Each arrow is depicted as a single transformation/step in a
cycle. Each arrow is labelled (from top to bottom): step number, reaction, number of
genomes capable of conducting these reactions, metagenomic coverage of genomes
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capable of conducting these reactions (expressed as a percentage within the
community). Like the example below:

Figure 10: Process of Carbon, Nitrogen,
Sulfur, and other cycle for one certain genome

All my workflow/commands and the screenshot of the process of PROKKA, ROARY
and METABOLIC will be showed in the part of appendix.
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2.3 Analysis and visualization of some results of the project

As for this part work of the project, the software Coinfinder will be used for the
further analysis and visualization of some results which are obtained by the previous
process.

2.3.1 Coinfinder software

Coinfinder is a command-line tool that finds genes that are related (associating or
dissociating) across a group of genomes. Coinfinder may operate in any Unix
environment with any number of processor cores provided by the user. Whelan et
al.(2020) emphasized that Coinfinder is not restricted to genomic input of prokaryote
or eukaryote and may be utilised for the construction of pangenomes of strains or
species.

For the input files of Coinfinder, Coinfinder accepts data on genetic content in two
formats: (a) the gene_presence_absence.csv output from Roary (Page et al., 2015); or
(b) as a tab-delimited list of the genes present in each strain (Whelan et al., 2020). If
option (b) is chosen, Whelan et al.(Whelan et al., 2020) mentioned that prior to
utilizing Coinfinder, genes should be grouped into orthologous groups/gene clusters
(for example, using blast (AltschuP et al., n.d.) and a clustering algorithm, such as
MCL (van Dongen, n.d.). Furthermore, Yarza et al.(2008) mentioned that Coinfinder
requires a Newick-formatted phylogeny of genomes in the data set that is proposed
that it is built with the core genes of input genomes, which are made using
programmes like Roary or Ribosomal RNA or a similar manner.

For the output of Coinfinder, it will visualize its analysis results in two ways. For the
first one, Coinfinder establishes a network with each node reflecting the families and
edges of a genetic link or major gene dissociation statement (adjusted for lineages).
The size of a node is proportional to the gene's D value (Whelan et al., 2020). For the
second one, Coinfinder creates a heatmap highlighting the presence or absence of
coincident genes in the context of the supplied phylogeny. The genes in the heatmap
are colored according to coincident patterns and sorted by D value (from most
lineage-independent to least). Examples of the output files are shown below:
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Figure 11: Example of the output files of Coinfinder (Whelan et al., 2020)
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3 Results

Above mentioned some of the results will be listed in this section, the results figure
included some genes and genomes information of the bacterium Bacillus subtilis, the
information about the relationship between different genes and between different
genes and different genomes, this project is aimed at by analyzing and summarizing
these results information to find out and analyze some genes and enzymes of Bacillus
subtilis which play a key role in some important chemical processes in self-healing
concrete.

3.1 Roary results

Figure 12: Pan genome matrix
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Figure 13: Pie chart of the number of genes in each of four categories

Table 3: Statistical table of the number of four types of genes

Core genes (99% <= strains <=
100%)

596

Soft core genes (95% <= strains < 99%) 1450
Shell genes (15% <= strains < 95%) 2935
Cloud genes (0% <= strains < 15%) 43943
Total genes (0% <= strains <= 100%) 48924

As shown above, from figure 11 it shows that there are 476 genomes and
approximately 48924 genes in the bacterium Bacillus subtilis. From figure 12 and
table 3, the proportions and specific numbers of the four types of genes are clearly
shown. As it shows that the proportion of the core genes whose strains are between
99% and 100% is at a lower amount, the number of which is only 596 and accounting
for approximately one percent of the total. The number of the soft-core genes whose
strains are between 95% and 99% is 1450 and accounting for approximately three
percent of the total. The number of cloud genes is relatively the largest among the
four types of genes, the number of which is 43943 and accounting for nearly 90% of
the total.

One of the core tasks of this paper is to find out the core genes that play a role in the
process of calcium carbonate precipitation in self-healing concrete, and through some
other results later combined with relevant literature to complete the search for key
genes.
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Figure 14: The frequency of the number of genes versus the number of genomes

As shown in the figure 13, the number of genes in which genomes and the relative
proportion of genes contained in which genomes are clearly displayed. As what the
histogram above shows, there are a lot of genes roughly in No.1 to No.20 genomes,
and there are also some genes approximately in the last 10 sets of genomes of the
whole 476 genomes. Especially in the first few sets of genomes there are many genes,
the number of genes in several sets of genomes is roughly close to 3000, and the
number of genes in the other sets of genomes is also between 500 to 1000. From these
results, it can be concluded that the frequency of genes appearing in the genome is not
high. For all 476 genomes, there are few genomes containing a huge number of genes,
and only a few genomes contain a huge number of genes.
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Figure 15: The line chart of the conserved genes vs total genes

As shown in Figure 14, the chart shows that in the first few sets of genomes,
conservative genes occupy a large number in the genomes; with the further execution
of genome statistics, the total number of genes keeps increasing; however, the number
of conservative genes remain at a stable value and close to 0, indicating that
conservative genes exist in a few specific genomes, in most genomes do not contain
conservative genes.

3.2 METABOLIC results

As for the output files of the METABOLIC software, there are two important kinds of
files worthy of attention. They are ‘gene _ presence _ absence of METABOLIC result’
and ‘Nutrient _ Cycling _ Diagrams’ files. The first one is showing which genes are
present or not present in which genomes, and the second one shows which specific
genome is responsible for which specific steps in the carbon cycle, sulfur cycle and
nitrogen cycle.
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Figure 16: Several parts of the ‘gene_presence_absence’ output files

As shown in the figure 15 above, the excel files present the presence and absence of
genes in the whole 476 genomes. As seen in the figure, the leftmost column is the
category of each gene, and the third and fourth columns are the abbreviations and
names of the genes, respectively. The top line shows the name of the genome, the
suffixes are Hmm.presence, Hit.number and Hits, these three represent the
information of one genome. In the column with the suffix Hmm.presence, green
means that the gene is present in the genome, and red means that the gene is not
present which shows absence in the genome. In the column with the suffix
Hit.numbers, 0 means that the gene does not exist in the genome, and a number other
than 0 means that the gene exists.
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As mentioned before in this paper, in combination with the relevant literature of other
scholars and researchers, it is understood that the key step in self-healing concrete is
the precipitation of calcium carbonate, and the urease in Bacillus subtilis plays a
major role in the calcium carbonate precipitation process. Unsurprisingly, the relevant
information about the urease gene was found in this excel file, which is shown in the
third picture of the figure 15. As shown in the picture and shown in the document,
urease contains three genes, namely ureC, ureB and ureA, and the corresponding gene
names are urease subunit alpha, urease subunit beta and urease subunit gamma. These
three genes appear in almost all genomes except for genome ‘GCA _ 000815405.1 _
ASM81540v1’, genome ‘GCA _ 001286785.1 _ Bacillus _ JRS10’, genome ‘GCA _
001698525.1 _ ASM169852v1’ and genome ‘GCA _ 008764245.1 _ FS357’.

This shows that the gene to which urease belongs almost exists in all the genomes of
Bacillus subtilis and indicates that the fundamental reason why Bacillus subtilis can
contribute to the precipitation of calcium carbonate is that urease is abundantly
present in this bacterium.

Figure 17: Schematic diagram of carbon cycle for genome
GCA_000155325.1_ASM15532v1

As mentioned above, taking a genome where the urease gene is located as an example.
As shown in the figure 16, this is a schematic diagram of the carbon cycle involved in
this genome GCA_000155325.1_ASM15532v1. As it shows that this genome is
mainly involved in the organic carbon oxidation process, which converts organic
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carbon into ethanol; and involved in the ethanol oxidation process, and the oxidation
of the ethanol produces carbon dioxide gas; and it is also mainly involved in the
ethanol fermentation process.

Figure 18: Schematic diagram of nitrogen cycle for genome
GCA_000155325.1_ASM15532v1

As shown in the figure 17, this is a schematic diagram of the nitrogen cycle involved 

in this genome GCA_000155325.1_ASM15532v1. As it shows that this genome is 

mainly involved in the nitrite ammonification process, which converts nitrate ion into 

ammonium ion; and involved in the nitrate reduction process, which reduces nitrate to 

nitrite.

As mentioned in the above two diagrams and their meanings, the enzyme urease 

exists in the above genome, indicating that the genes ureA, ureB and ureC are 

included in this genome. Combined with the relevant research data mentioned above,
it is confirmed that urease is involved in carbon cycle and nitrogen cycle during 

calcium carbonate precipitation in self-healing concrete.
For the sulfur cycle, the metabolic results also include a schematic diagram of this 

process. Combined with the metabolic excel results, several example genes such like 

sdo gene and sat gene and several example enzymes involved in the sulfur cycle have 

been selected.

Taking a genome where the sat gene is located as an example to show the schematic 

diagram of the sulfur cycle. The excel results of the metabolic show that the sat gene 

is also included in the GCA_000155325.1_ASM15532v1 genome.
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Figure 19: Schematic diagram of sulfur cycle for genome
GCA_000155325.1_ASM15532v1

As shown in the figure 18, this is a schematic diagram of the sulfur cycle involved in
this genome GCA_000155325.1_ASM15532v1. As it shows that this genome is
mainly involved in the sulfite oxidation process, which converts sulfite ion into
sulfate ion; and involved in the sulfate reduction process, which reduces sulfate ion to
sulfite ion.
According to the above analysis process, some significant genes which are related to
some important chemical processes in the self-healing concrete were selected from
the excel results of metabolic. The following are their respective gene names and the
names of the corresponding enzymes.

Table 4: Several significant genes selected from Metabolic excel result

Gene Enzyme

ureA urease subunit gamma

ureB urease subunit beta

ureC urease subunit alpha

sdo sulfur dioxygenase
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sat sulfate adenylyl transferase

nirB nitrite reductase (NADH) large
subunit

nirD nitrite reductase (NADH) small
subunit

cysC adenylyl sulfate kinase

As shown in the table 4, combined with the previous results, some of the genes are
related to the carbon cycle of the genome that contains them such like ureA, ureB and
ureC, which are mainly involved in the oxidizable organic carbon process, Ethanol
oxidation process and ethanol fermentation process in the carbon cycle; and some
genes are related to the nitrogen cycle such like nirB and nirD (except for the three
genes corresponding to urease), which are mainly involved in the nitrate reduction
process and nitrite ammonification process in the nitrogen cycle. The remaining genes
like sdo, sat and cysC are related to the sulfur cycle of the genome that contains them,
which are mainly involved in the sulfite oxidation process and sulfate reduction
process in the sulfur cycle.
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3.3 Coinfinder results

Figure 20: A portion of the heatmaps from Coinfinder of the presence/absence
patterns of the associating gene sets for Bacillus subtilis pan genomes

Figure 21: Gene association network output from Coinfinder for Bacillus subtilis pan
genomes

As shown above in figure 19 and figure 20, each gene (node) is connected to (edge)
another gene if they are statistically related to each other (associate with each other) in
the pan-genome. Connected components (i.e., overlapping gene sets) color the nodes,
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and the colors correlate to the heat map output colors. Coinfinder generates a network
file with all nodes and edge coloring.

Figure 22: A portion of the heatmaps from Coinfinder of the presence/absence
patterns of the dissociating gene sets for Bacillus subtilis pan genomes

Figure 23: Gene dissociation network output from Coinfinder for Bacillus subtilis pan
genomes
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As shown above in figure 21 and figure 22, each gene (node) is connected to (edge)
another gene if they are statistically separated from each other (dissociate with each
other) in the pan-genome. Connected components (i.e., overlapping gene sets) color
the nodes, and the colors correlate to the heat map output colors.
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4 Discussion

After analyzing the whole genome of Bacillus subtilis through several related
software, combined with all the results in the above results section, it can be clearly
understood that Bacillus subtilis can be used as a bacterium that meets the
requirements of biological self-healing concrete. The fundamental reason why
Bacillus subtilis can be used as a bacterium that promotes concrete self-healing is that
many of its genomes contain enzymes and genes that play a key role in important
chemical processes in self-healing concrete (such as calcium carbonate precipitation).
The bacterium Bacillus subtilis, which is a self-healing concrete microorganism in
this article, can produce urease through metabolism. The urease of most species
contains 7 or more genes such as ureA, B, C, D, E, F, G, etc. It has been proved that
the urease of Bacillus subtilis is a typical trimer structure (Christians and Kaltwasser,
1986). To begin, the ureA, B, and C genes encode the three subunits (α, β, γ) of urease,
and the α, β, γ and other three subunits combine to create a monomer, which is then
compounded to produce the Trimer structure (Karplus et al., 1997; Benini et al., 2013).
In addition, ureD, E, F, and G respectively encode several auxiliary proteins necessary
for the degradation of urea.

Urease plays a very important role in the precipitation process of calcium carbonate in
self-healing concrete. When Bacillus subtilis is put into concrete, it can produce a
large amount of urease through metabolism. After the urea in the environment enters
the bacterial cell, it can catalyze hydrolysis under the action of a large amount of
urease inside the bacterial cell. The hydrolysis process can be roughly divided into
two steps: (1) Under the catalysis of urease, 1 molecule of urea is hydrolyzed into 1
molecule of carbamate and 1 molecule of ammonia; (2) 1 molecule of carbamate is
spontaneously hydrolyzed to form 1 molecule of carbonic acid and the second
molecule of ammonia. In the end, 1 molecule of urea hydrolysate is 2 molecules of
ammonia and 1 molecule of carbonic acid. The chemical equation of the whole
process is as follows:

CO NH2 2 + H2O → NH3 + NH2COOH

NH2COOH + H2O → NH3 + H2CO3

H2CO3 → 2H+ + CO3
2−

NH3 + H2O ↔ NH4
+ + H+
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Calcium carbonate precipitation is a fairly simple chemical process, which is mainly
controlled by 4 key factors (Hammes and Verstraete*, 2002): calcium concentration,
soluble inorganic carbon concentration, pH value, and whether there are nucleation
sites. The calcium carbonate precipitation process is very slow in natural conditions,
but microorganisms can influence or induce calcium carbonate precipitation by
modifying any of the essential parameters impacting calcium carbonate precipitation
listed above (Hammes and Verstraete*, 2002), thereby producing a large amount of
calcium carbonate in a short time.

Ca+ + CO3
2− → CaCO3

Bacillus subtilis can induce calcium carbonate precipitation, mainly due to two 

characteristics: First, bacillus subtilis can secrete a large amount of highly active 

urease, which can quickly catalyze the hydrolysis of urea in the environment, thus 

increasing the concentration of carbonate and the value of pH in the environment of 

bacteria; Secondly, studies have shown that The surface of Bacillus subtilis has more 

negative surface charge than some other non-mineralized bacteria, and has stronger 

adsorption effect on cations. It can adsorb a large amount of calcium ions in the 

environment, to precipitate calcium carbonate crystals in the environment with high 

concentration of carbonate and high pH value.

In addition, for the precipitation of specific compounds in self-healing concrete to 

repair cracks, in addition to calcium carbonate precipitation method, there are 

precipitation methods such as multistate ferroaluminum silicate; But this kind of crack 

repairing method is not suitable for self-healing concrete because of some problems 

such as not adapting to acidic environment and reducing concrete durability.

Through statistical analysis of the whole genome of Bacillus subtilis, this project 
found that urease and its genes are abundantly present in the genome of Bacillus 

subtilis, thereby inferring that urease and its genes are important for the calcium 

carbonate precipitation process in self-healing concrete. This fact is confirmed by 

consulting other research data, that is, Bacillus subtilis has an inducing effect on 

calcium carbonate precipitation because it can produce a large amount of urease.
However, there are many types of bacteria that help calcium carbonate precipitation in 

self-healing concrete, which are not covered in this project. There are many other 

enzymes and genes in other bacteria that are helpful to this process, which will be 

mentioned and analyzed in other literature experimental data or in future research.
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5 Conclusion

As the main building material in the world, concrete has a huge amount of usage and
economic effects worldwide. Since the buildings involved in the construction of
concrete materials are closely related to human life activities, the stability and
durability of concrete materials must be the focus of consideration by related
researchers. Due to the inherent heterogeneity of concrete, micro-cracks in concrete
are inevitable. The existence of cracks poses a potential threat to the safety and
stability of building structures. Therefore, it is very important to repair concrete
cracks in a timely and efficient manner. Due to the increasing cost and difficulty of
man-made maintenance, as well as the hazards of the production of concrete to the
natural environment, the idea of using microorganisms to heal concrete cracks has
been put forward and analyzed by more and more researchers.

The Bacillus subtilis mentioned in this project is the representative bacteria that uses
microorganisms to heal concrete cracks. Through the statistical analysis and research
of this project, it is concluded that the key reason for Bacillus subtilis to heal concrete
cracks is that many genomes contain urease and its genes in the whole genome, which
has a strong inducing effect on calcium carbonate precipitation, which can be used for
concrete Cracks are repaired.

With the increasing use of concrete in the world in the future, the concept of
self-healing concrete will also be paid attention to by more and more researchers; as a
low-cost and high-efficiency method of healing concrete, microorganisms
Self-healing concrete will be paid more and more attention, and it will be used more
and more in actual engineering.
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Appendix

All my workflow and commands will be shown as below:

GENOME DOWNLOAD:

# Make the folder in which Bacillus subtilis genomes will be downloaded into

mkdir Bacillus_subtilis
cd Bacillus_subtilis

# Get genomes from NCBI

wget
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/genbank/archaea/Methanococcus_maripaludis/ass
embly_summary.txt
genomeNum=$(grep -c "." assembly_summary.txt)
if [ $genomeNum -gt 700 ]; then grep "Complete\|Chromosome"
assembly_summary.txt | cut -f20 > var.txt; else cut -f20 assembly_summary.txt | sed
'1,2d' > var.txt; fi
for f in `cat var.txt`; do name=$(grep -w "$f" assembly_summary.txt | cut -f9 | cut -f2
-d'=' | sed 's/ /_/g' | sed 's/\//_/g' | sed 's/\:/_/g' | sed 's/)/_/g' | sed 's/(/_/g'); xx=$(grep -w
"$f" assembly_summary.txt | cut -f20 | cut -f10 -d'/'); wget --tries=75 -c
$f/$xx\_genomic.fna.gz; done
gzip -d *.gz

# Move raw data to RAW_genomes folder

cp -r Bacillus_subtilis/ RAW_genomes/
cd /Bacillus_subtilis/ RAW_genomes/

PROKKAworkflow:

# Set up environment by enabling miniconda and perl

export PATH=/home/opt/miniconda2/bin:$PATH
unset PERL5LIB
source activate pangenome

# Run prokka
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for i in $(ls *.fna); do echo "Processing $i"; prokka $i --locustag ${i%.fna} --outdir
${i%.fna} --quiet; done

ROARYworkflow:

# Make a folder named ‘roary’ to store the .gff files

mkdir roary

# Move the .gff files from prokka output into roary folder via for loop

for i in $(ls */*.gff); do cp $i roary/$(echo $i | sed 's!/.*!!').gff; done

# Set up roary environment by enabling miniconda and exporting perl

export PATH=/home/opt/miniconda2/bin:$PATH
source activate pangenome
export PERL5LIB=/usr/local/lib/perl5/site_perl/5.22.0/

# Run roary and put the output into a new folder named ‘roary_tree’

roary -f ./roary_tree -e -n -p 8 -v -r -i 80 --group_limit 100000 ./roary/*.gff

# Now run the bespoke roary scripts

python /home/opt/roary_scripts/roary_plots.py
roary_tree/accessory_binary_genes.fa.newick roary_tree/gene_presence_absence.csv

METABOLIC workflow:

# Change the filesname from .fna to .fasta

for i in $(ls *.fna); do mv $i ${i%.fna}.fasta; done

# Now enable METABOLIC on Orion Cluster

export PATH=/home/opt/miniconda2/bin:$PATH
source activate metabolic
export PATH=/home/opt/METABOLIC:$PATH

# Now run the METABOLIC
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METABOLIC-G.pl -in-gn METABOLIC -o METABOLIC_OUTPUT

COINFINDER workflow:

# Enable coinfinder on Orion cluster

export PATH=/home/opt/miniconda2/bin:$PATH
source activate coinfinder-env

# Go to my directory ‘Dongliang_Li’ and download the data associated with the
coinfinder manuscript using "git clone" command

mkdir coinfinder-test
cd coinfinder-test
git clone https://github.com/fwhelan/coinfinder-manuscript.git

# Copy the gene_presence_absence.csv output and core-gps_fasttree.newick output to
coinfinder-manuscript folder

cp coinfinder-manuscript/gene_presence_absence.csv .
cp coinfinder-manuscript/core-gps_fasttree.newick .

# Now run coinfinder

coinfinder -i gene_presence_absence.csv -I -p core-gps_fasttree.newick -o output

https://github.com/fwhelan/coinfinder-manuscript.git

